Job Title: Seasonal Production/Research Assistant

Scope:

Forage Genetics International is in need of a Production/Research Assistant for their Amarillo location. In this temporary position you will be able to gain experience in the seed production process. In this position you will work both in the warehouse operations and field/nursery operations to increase seed quantities and will be involved in all aspects of seed production. This position will start in mid to late June.

Duties:

- Monitor and collect data from nursery plot and production fields.
- Assist in seed cleaning, treating and packaging activities as needed including operation of seed cleaning/treating equipment.
- Assist employees in pollination activities
- Assist in warehouse activities to include forklift operation.
- Inspecting fields regularly and removing contaminating pollen sources in and around seed fields.
- Assist in planting and harvest activities as needed.
- Assist in the operation combine, thrashers, tractors, planters, etc. for field work.

Requirements:

- Must be able to lift 51 or more pounds
- Occasionally work at heights over 8 ft.
- Must be able to wear a dust mask in dusty environments
- Must be able to work in hot/cold environments
- Knowledge of Basic Computer Skills
- Work well in team environment

Anyone interested in the position call Matt @ 806-477-2982 or Luke @ 806-231-0668